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Abstract—Opportunistic selection in multi-node wireless systems improves system performance by selecting the “best” node
and by using it for data transmission. In these systems, each
node has a real-valued local metric, which is a measure of its
ability to improve system performance. Our goal is to identify
the best node, which has the largest metric. We propose, analyze,
and optimize a new distributed, yet simple, node selection scheme
that combines the timer scheme with power control. In it, each
node sets a timer and transmit power level as a function of its
metric. The power control is designed such that the best node
is captured even if η other nodes simultaneously transmit with
it. We develop several structural properties about the optimal
metric-to-timer-and-power mapping, which maximizes the probability of selecting the best node. These significantly reduce the
computational complexity of finding the optimal mapping and
yield valuable insights about it. We show that the proposed scheme
is scalable and significantly outperforms the conventional timer
scheme. We investigate the effect of η and the number of receive
power levels. Furthermore, we find that the practical peak power
constraint has a negligible impact on the performance of the
scheme.
Index Terms—Selection, capture, power control, medium access
control protocols, timer, distributed schemes.

I. I NTRODUCTION

O

PPORTUNISTIC selection finds applications in many
wireless networks. It exploits spatial diversity in relayaided cooperative communication systems without requiring
tight symbol-level synchronization [1], [2]. It increases spectral
efficiency of cellular networks [3]. It also increases network
lifetime and reduces energy consumption in sensor networks
[4]. Implementing several notions of fairness in scheduling can
also be posed as an opportunistic selection problem [3], [5].
In all the above examples, selection involves determining the
“best” node from the available nodes, which is subsequently
used for data transmission. The notion of the best node can
be formalized as follows. Each node possesses a real-valued
metric, which is a measure of its ability to improve the system
performance. The best node is defined as the node with the
largest metric. In general, the metric is system-dependent. For
example, in a cellular network, selection of a mobile with
the highest downlink channel power gain increases the system
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throughput [3]. Hence, in this example, the metric of a mobile
is its downlink channel power gain. The ratio of the requested
throughput to the average throughput of a node is its metric
in a proportional fair scheduler [3]. In amplify-and-forward
relaying, the harmonic mean of the source-to-relay and relayto-destination channel gains is the metric of a relay [1].
However, since the nodes are geographically separated, no
node in the system knows the metric of any node except itself,
and, thus, who the best node is. Hence, a selection scheme is
required to identify the best node. One simple selection scheme
is polling. In this, each node sequentially communicates its
metric to a central node, which then identifies the best node.
However, with polling, the time required to communicate the
metrics to the central node increases linearly with the number of
nodes. This overhead adversely affects the overall system performance and makes the system sensitive to time variations in
the channel. Therefore, distributed, scalable selection schemes
are necessary.
A. Distributed Node Selection Schemes
Two classes of distributed node selection schemes have been
proposed in the literature, namely, splitting and timer schemes.
In them, the nodes contend among themselves to send their
packets to a common node called sink, which simply selects
the node whose packet it successfully decodes first.
In the splitting scheme, nodes whose metrics lie between two
thresholds transmit in a slot [6], [7]. The thresholds for the next
slot are updated based on the outcome of the current slot. The
scheme is such that the best node always transmits any time
a transmission occurs. It runs until the best node is selected.
While the scheme is fast, it requires a slot-by-slot broadcast of
the outcome by the sink.
A timer scheme, on the other hand, runs for a fixed preallocated selection duration Tmax , and does not require any
feedback from the sink while it is running [1], [8], [9]. In it,
a node i sets its timer based on its metric µi . It transmits a timer
packet containing its identity and, if needed by the system, its
metric to the sink when its timer expires [1], [10]. The metricto-timer mapping is monotone non-increasing, which ensures
that the best node transmits first. However, a collision occurs
if a node transmits its packet within a time interval Δv after
the best node’s transmission [8], [11], [12]. The time interval
Δv is known as the vulnerability window and is determined by
the physical layer capabilities of the system. For example, it
accounts for propagation delays, time synchronization errors
between nodes, and switching times. In the absence of carrier
sensing capability in the nodes, it also accounts for the packet
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duration. We refer the reader to [8] for an example that gives
numerical values for Δv based on the IEEE 802.11 physical
layer.
Thus, unlike splitting, the timer scheme is simpler and requires minimal feedback. However, it can fail to select the
best node for some realizations of the metrics. Consequently,
the probability that the best node gets selected within Tmax ,
which we henceforth refer to as the success probability, is an
important performance measure for the timer scheme [8], [11].
B. Contributions
In this paper, we develop a powerful new approach to improve the timer scheme that is based on transmit power control.
In it, the metric of a node determines not only its timer, but
also its transmit power and, thus, receive power. Power control
facilitates the exploitation of the capture effect, in which the
timer packet of a node can be decoded even in the presence of
simultaneous transmissions by other nodes so long as its signalto-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) at the sink exceeds a
decoding threshold γ [13]–[15]. Without power control, such
simultaneous transmissions would have resulted in a collision.
Since success or failure depends on the receive power at the
sink, we shall specify the scheme in terms of the target receive
power. This can then be translated into transmit power by scaling the target receive power with the inverse of channel power
gain between the node and the sink. The target receive power
is drawn from a set of L power levels QL = {q1 , q2 , . . . , qL },
with q1 < q2 < · · · < qL . These levels are chosen such that
they facilitate capture, i.e., the best node with a given target
receive power will get decoded even when up to η nodes with
lower target receive powers transmit within a duration Δv of
the transmission by the best node. We shall refer to η as the
interference sustainability factor. Formally, in the proposed
scheme, a node, based on its metric, sets both its timer and
target receive power level using a metric-to-timer-and-power
mapping g : U → T × QL , where U is the range of values a
metric can take and T = [0, Tmax ).
Our specific contributions are as follows. We first define
an admissible metric-to-timer-and-power mapping. It generalizes the conditions imposed on conventional metric-to-timer
mappings without power control [1], [8], [11] and makes the
timer scheme simple and appealing. We then characterize the
structure of an optimal mapping that maximizes the success
probability. We show that in an optimal mapping, a node can
choose its timer from a set of discrete timer values. We then
present a general recursion for the optimal success probability
that holds for any η and L. These results together enable an
optimal mapping to be computed efficiently.
Our next contribution is a closed-form characterization of an
optimal mapping for L = 2 with η = 1, and of near-optimal
mappings that maximize a tight lower bound on the success
probability for L = 2 with η = 2 and L = 3 with η = 1. We show
that the recursions simplify considerably in the asymptotic
regime of a large number of nodes. Our numerical results show
that the above cases deliver most of the gains achievable by
power control, and that these gains are significant over the
benchmark conventional timer scheme.

C. Connections and Differences From Related Works
In the following, we summarize the connections and differences with several related works on multiple-access (MAC)
protocols, selection schemes, and power control. Power control
has been used to improve the performance of MAC protocols
[3], [16], [17]. While the goal of a MAC protocol is to maximize
the system throughput or to minimize latency, a selection
scheme focuses on selecting the best node. Power control has
also been used to speed up the splitting scheme [15], [18].
However, our application of power control to the timer scheme
is novel when compared to [1], [8], [11], [12], [19], [20], and
requires a different approach.
We note that the optimality of the discrete timer mapping was
shown in [8], [11] without power control. In this paper, we show
that this result holds even with power control, which is a more
general result. It requires a more elaborate proof than in [8],
[11], which clearly brings out how capture improves the success
probability. This is a stepping stone to our main contributions,
which lie in efficiently computing the optimal metric-to-timerand-power mapping using new recursions. As we shall see, the
exploitation of power control involves optimization over many
more dimensions.
The performance measure we focus on is different from measures such as symbol error rate, outage probability, diversity
order, and throughput, which have been studied, for example,
in [1], [21], [22]. This is because these papers evaluate the performance of the data transmission phase in which the selected
node is used for data transmission. In these papers, it is often
assumed that the best node has already been selected. We also
note that the usage of the term ‘distributed selection’ in these
papers refers to selection combining, i.e., data transmission by
the selected relay, and is not to be confused with the distributed
selection schemes investigated in this paper and in [1], [6]–[8],
[11]. While the timer scheme is considered in [9], it is assumed
in its diversity multiplexing trade-off analysis that the best
node is always selected, which makes the design of the timer
mapping irrelevant.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
the system model. In Section III, we elucidate the structure of an optimal metric-to-timer-and-power mapping. In
Section IV, we characterize the optimal mappings for two
and three power levels. Numerical results and benchmarking
are presented in the Section V, and our conclusions follow in
Section VI.

II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider a system with K ≥ 2 nodes since no selection is
required when there is only one node. Each node i has a realvalued metric µi , which only it knows. The metrics are assumed
to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random
variables (RVs), and are uniformly distributed in [0,1) [8],
[23], [24]. The independence assumption is justified because
the metrics typically depend on the channel gains and the
nodes are spatially several wavelengths apart. The assumption
about statistically identical metrics, which is common in the
aforementioned selection literature, makes the optimization
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tractable.1 Assuming a uniform distribution for the metrics does
not incur any loss in generality because if µi has a continuous
cumulative distribution function (CDF) C, then κi = C(µi ) can
be alternatively defined as the new metric. It is uniformly
distributed between [0,1) and preserves order [25]. The CDF
changes at a rate that is several orders of magnitude slower than
the metrics, and, thus, can be estimated with sufficient accuracy
[26]. Consequently, its knowledge has been assumed in [8],
[11], [23], [24] as well.
Following order statistics notation, [i] denotes the node with
the ith largest metric µ[i] . Therefore, µ[1] ≥ µ[2] ≥ · · · ≥ µ[N] and
node [1] is the best node. During the selection process, which
lasts for a duration Tmax , the sink receives the transmissions of
the nodes. Node [1] gets selected by the sink only if its SINR at
the sink, which is denoted by SINR[1] , is greater than or equal to
a threshold γ.2 When M nodes [1], [2], . . . , [M] transmit within
an interval Δv , SINR[1] equals
SINR[1] =

ϕ[1]
M

(1)

∑ ϕ[ j] + σ2

j=2

where ϕ[i] is the target receive power of node [i] and σ2 is the
noise power at the receiver. In this setting, a collision is said to
occur if SINR[1] < γ and the scheme is said to fail.3
A node [i] based on its metric µ[i] sets its timer value T[i] ∈ T
and its target receive power ϕ[i] ∈ QL . As mentioned, the target
receive powers are set such that SINR[1] exceeds γ even if as
many as η other nodes with target receive powers less than ϕ[1]
transmit in the time interval [T[1] , T[1] + Δv ). Furthermore, the
lowest power level q1 is set equal to or greater than γσ2 so that
if the best node transmits with target receive power q1 and no
other node transmits in [T[1] , T[1] + Δv ), then its signal-to-noiseratio (SNR) exceeds γ and it, thus, gets decoded. Therefore,
q1 ≥ γσ2 and q j ≥ γ(ηq j−1 + σ2 ), for 2 ≤ j ≤ L.
We choose the following lowest possible values of the target
power levels that satisfy the above constraints as this leads to
the lowest transmit and receive power dynamic ranges:
q1 = γσ2 and q j = γ(ηq j−1 + σ2 ), for 2 ≤ j ≤ L.

(2)

Transmit Power Setting: To achieve a target receive power
q j at the sink, a node i sets its transmit power equal to q j /hi ,
where hi is the channel power gain from node i to the sink. With
this transmit power, the receive power is hi (q j /hi ) = q j . The
knowledge of hi can be acquired either by exploiting reciprocity
or by periodic feedback from the sink.
1 We note that the proposed scheme works even with non-i.i.d. metrics, except
that its optimality is no longer guaranteed.
2 The threshold γ depends on the modulation and coding scheme and is of the
order of 8 to 10 dB. In our model, at most one node gets selected, unlike code
division multiple access systems.
3 A more refined model for the SINR would also factor in the extent of overlap
between the packets of different nodes [27]. However, this makes the problem
intractable and is beyond the scope of this paper. We note that the conventional
collision model, which has driven the design of most of the selection schemes
thus far, also does not take such overlap into account.
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Notation: We define two projection functions ΞT and ΞP on
a tuple (x, y) as follows:
ΞT (x, y) = x and ΞP (x, y) = y.

(3)

The probability of an event E is denoted by Pr(E ). Similarly, the conditional probability of E given F is denoted
by Pr(E |F ). The multinomial term i1 ,i2K,...,in stands for
K!/(i1 !i2 ! . . . in !(K − i1 − i2 − . . . − in )!). And, · denotes the
floor function.
III. O PTIMAL T IMER S CHEME W ITH P OWER C ONTROL
To incorporate power control, we first generalize the monotonically non-increasing property required of timer mappings in
[1], [8]. This property has made timer schemes popular because
it ensures that the first timer to expire is from the best node.
Definition: A metric-to-timer-and-power mapping g(µ) is
said to be admissible if the transmission by the best node
happens no later than any other node, and if a node gets selected
then it is the best node.
Notice the additional constraint about which node gets selected. Since the mapping g(.) is from U to T × QL , it follows
from the definition above that ΞT (g(µ[k] )) ≤ ΞT (g(µ[l] )), for all
1 ≤ k, l ≤ K and k < l. Our goal is to find an optimal mapping
in the space of all admissible mappings. We now show an
important property of an optimal mapping. Let VD denote the
special set of all admissible mappings U → TN × QL , where
U = [0, 1), TN = {0, Δv , . . . , NΔv }, and N = Tmax /Δv , i.e., the
timer expires only at 0, Δv , . . . , NΔv .
Result 1: An optimal metric-to-timer-and-power mapping
lies in the smaller space of admissible mappings VD .
Proof: A constructive proof is given in Appendix A. 
From the definition of VD , for each mapping in VD , there
exists an interval length vector (ILV) α N = (αN [0], αN [1],
. . . , αN [N]), where αN [i] ≥ 0, for 0 ≤ i ≤ N, and 0 ≤
∑Ni=0 αN [0] ≤ 1, such that if a node’s metric lies in the interval
Δ
AN (0) = [1−αN [0], 1), then the node transmits at time instant 0,
Δ

if it lies in the interval AN (1) = [1 − αN [0] − αN [1], 1 − αN [0]),
then it transmits at time instant Δv , and so on. In general, if a
Δ
j
node’s metric lies in the interval AN ( j) = [1 − ∑i=0 αN [i], 1 −
j−1
∑i=0 αN [i]), which is of length αN [ j], then the node sets its
timer value to jΔ. Henceforth, we say that a node lies in an
interval if its metric lies in the interval. The following result
elucidates the structure of any mapping in VD .
Result 2: Every mapping in VD must satisfy the following
property: if nodes [i] and [k] have the same timer value, i.e., if
T[i] = T[k] and i < k, then ϕ[i] ≥ ϕ[k] .
Proof: Let there be a mapping in VD that does not satisfy
the above property. Therefore, for some j, there exist at least
two non-overlapping subintervals (z1 , z2 ) and (z3 , z4 ) in the
interval AN ( j), where z1 < z2 < z3 < z4 , such that the target
receive power assigned to a node that lies in (z1 , z2 ) is greater
than that assigned to a node that lies in (z3 , z4 ). Now, consider
a realization of metrics in which µ[2] ∈ (z1 , z2 ), µ[1] ∈ (z3 , z4 ),
and µ[3] ∈ AN [ j]. This occurs with non-zero probability. In this
realization, node [2] will get selected instead of node [1] because
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denoted by PN∗ . The ILV and the PDM that achieve PN∗ will be
referred to as the optimal ILV α ∗N and the optimal PDM F ∗N ,
respectively.
IV. S TRUCTURE OF O PTIMAL M APPING AND A NALYSIS

Fig. 1. Illustration of metric-to-timer-and-power mapping and how different
metrics lead to different timers and target receive powers. The shaded vertical
bars represent target receive power.

In this section, we first present a general recursion for determining PN∗ , α∗N , and F ∗N in terms of those for N − 1. We then
show that it simplifies for the following scenarios: i) L = 2
with η = 1, ii) L = 2 with η = 2, and iii) L = 3 with η = 1.
These give insights about the role of η and L in determining
the optimal mapping and its success probability. The analysis
for larger values of η and L is more involved, yields limited
additional insights, and, as we shall see, limited gains over the
above reference scenarios.
A. General Recursion

ϕ[2] > ϕ[1] . Hence, the mapping is inadmissible, and it cannot be

in VD .
Result 2 implies that in an admissible mapping, a node with
a higher metric will never transmit with a target receive power
that is less than that of the other nodes that simultaneously
transmit with it. It ensures selection of the best node in case
a node gets selected. It also implies that each interval AN (i) can
be partitioned into L subintervals denoted by the set B N (i) =
{BN (i, 1), BN (i, 2), . . . , BN (i, L)} such that if a node lies in
BN (i, j) then it sets its timer value to iΔv and its target receive
power to q j . Let the length of BN (i, j) be denoted by ϑN (i, j).
Then, ∑Lj=1 ϑN (i, j) = αN [i].
Let Ωi be the fraction of N nodes that transmit at time iΔv .
Let fN (i, l) be the fraction of Ωi nodes that transmit with target
receive power ql . Clearly, fN (i, l) = ϑN (i, l)/αN [i] ≥ 0 and
∑Ll=1 fN (i, l) = 1, ∀ i. We define the power distribution matrix
(PDM) F N as
⎡ f (0, 1) f (0, 2) . . . f (0, L) ⎤
N

N

N

⎢ fN (1, 1)
FN = ⎢
⎣

fN (1, 2)
..
.

...

fN (N, 1)

fN (N, 2)

...

Δ

fN (1, L) ⎥
⎥.
⎦

From the law of total probability, the probability of success
αN ,F
F N ) is given by
PN (α


αN ,F
F N ) = Pr(S0 ) + Pr Success|S0 Pr(S0 ),
PN (α
= Pr(S0 ) + (1 − αN [0])K


F N−1 ,
× PN−1 α N−1 ,F

(5)

where S0 denotes success at t = 0 and S0 denotes its complement. The elements of vector α N−1 , which is of length N, are
given for αN [0] = 1 by
αN−1 [i] =

αN [i + 1]
,
1 − αN [0]

0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1,

(6)

and the elements of matrix F N−1 , of size N × L, by
fN−1 (i, l)= fN (i + 1, l), for 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1 and 1 ≤ l ≤ L. (7)

(4)

fN (N, L)

The (i + 1)th row of F N is denoted by F N (i, :).
The above concepts are illustrated in Fig. 1, which plots the
target receive power level and the timer value of the node as
a function of the node metric for K = 3 nodes. In the figure,
we have µ[1] ∈ BN (0, L) ⊂ AN (0), µ[2] ∈ BN (0, 1) ⊂ AN (0), and
µ[3] ∈ BN (1, 2) ⊂ AN (1). Hence, node [1] sets its timer and
target receive power to 0 and qL , respectively, node [2] sets its
timer and target receive power to 0 and q1 , respectively, and
node [3] to Δv and q2 , respectively. As a result, node [1] gets
selected.
From Results 1 and 2, it follows that for a given N and L,
αN ,F
F N ) depends on α N and F N . We
the success probability PN (α
F N ] to refer to the mapping
αN ,F
shall, therefore, use the tuple [α
itself. Hence, the total number of variables to be optimized for
the timer scheme with power control is (N +1)L. This is a factor
of L larger than the number of variables to be optimized without
power control in [8]. Let the optimal success probability be

Equation (5) follows because a success at a later time instant
can occur only when there is no transmission t = 0, which
occurs only if no node lies in the interval [1 − αN [0], 1). This
happens with probability (1 − αN [0])K . Given that no node
transmits at t = 0, the metrics of the K nodes are i.i.d. and
uniformly distributed in [0, 1 − αN [0]), and the total time available for selection decreases to Tmax − Δv , for which the success
αN−1 ,F
F N−1 ).
probability is PN−1 (α
∗
αN−1 ,F
F N−1 ). Hence,
≥ PN−1 (α
By definition, PN−1
αN ,F
F N ) in (5) satisfies the bound
PN (α
∗
αN ,F
F N ) ≤ Pr(S0 ) + (1 − αN [0])K PN−1
PN (α
.

(8)

Further, this upper bound is achieved by setting αN [i + 1] =
α∗N−1 [i](1 − αN [0]), for 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1, and fN (i + 1, j) =
∗ (i, j), for 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ L. Therefore,
fN−1
α∗N ,F
F ∗N } = arg max
{α

F N [0,:]
αN [0],F
∑Lj=1 fN (0, j)=1

∗
Pr(S0 )+(1−αN [0])K PN−1
. (9)
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The probability of success at t = 0 depends only on the
number of nodes whose metrics lie in the intervals BN (0, 1),
BN (0, 2), . . . , BN (0, L). It is given by


L
K
uj
Pr(S0 ) = ∑
∏ (αN [0] fN (0, j))
j=1
u ∈Λ u1 , u2 , . . . , uL
L

× (1 − αN [0])K−∑ j=1 u j ,

(10)

where Λ is the set of all L-tuples u = (u1 , u2 , . . . , uL ), such
that if u1 , u2 , . . . , uL nodes transmit with target receive power
q1 , q2 , . . . , qL , respectively, at t = 0 then a success occurs
at t = 0. Mathematically, Λ is the set of all L-tuples u =
(u1 , u2 , . . . , uL ), such that ∑Lj=1 u j ≤ K, u j ∈ {0} ∪ Z+ , for
1 ≤ j ≤ L, and there exists a j0 such that u j0 = 1 and u j0 +1 =
j0 −1
q j u j + σ2 ) ≥ γ. This
u j0 +2 = · · · = uL = 0, and q j0 /(∑ j=1
means that the best node has target receive power q j0 , the other
nodes that transmit at t = 0 have lower target receive powers,
and SINR[1] ≥ γ. Hence, PN∗ is given by


L
K
uj
∗
∗
∗
PN = ∑
∏ (αN [0] fN (0, j))
j=1
u ∈Λ u1 , u2 , . . . , uL

(11)

∗ = 0.
where P−1
In general, the recursion in (11) is solved numerically. It re∗ ,
duces the search complexity to L variables because, given PN−1
only the L variables αN [0], fN (0, 1), fN (0, 2), . . . , fN (0, L − 1)
need to be optimized. We now state a useful property of the
optimal mapping.
Result 3: α∗N [0] ∈ (0, 1). Further, when L ≥ 2, no element of
∗
F N is equal to one.
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix B.


B. Two Target Receive Power Levels (L = 2) With η = 1
Result 4: For L = 2 with η = 1, the optimal success probability is given by
∗
PN∗ = (1 − α∗N [0])K PN−1
+ Kα∗N [0] (1 − α∗N [0])K−1

+

K (α∗N [0])2 (1 − α∗N [0])K−2
.
1, 1
4

∗
= (5 − (β∗N [0] + 1)2 )/4 from (16) in the exSubstituting PN−1
∗
pression for PN above yields the following simpler and elegant
result:
∗

PN∗ = e−βN [0] 1 +

β∗N [0]
.
2

(17)

For this case, even a closed-form, recursive characterization
along the lines of Result 4 is difficult. We, therefore, present a
simple recursive, closed-form solution of a lower bound on PN∗ .
We shall see in Section V that it is tight.
Result 5: The optimal success probability PN∗ is lower
bounded by P̌N∗ , where
∗
P̌N∗ = (1 − α̌∗N [0])K P̌N−1
+ K α̌∗N [0] (1 − α̌∗N [0])K−1

+

1 K
(α̌∗N [0])2 (1 − α̌∗N [0])K−2
4 1, 1

+

1 K
(α̌∗N [0])3 (1 − α̌∗N [0])K−3 ,
8 2, 1

(13)
α∗N [i] = α∗N−1 [i − 1] (1 − α∗N [0]) , for 1 ≤ i ≤ N,
(14)
(15)

(18)

∗ = 0. This bound is achieved with ILV α̌
α∗N and PDM
and P̌−1
∗
F N , whose elements are given by
F̌
⎧1
K = 5, N = 0,
⎨ 4,

∗
∗
α̌∗N [0] = υ1 (K,P̌N−1
+
υ
K,
P̌
)
2(
N−1 )
⎩
, otherwise,
∗
υ3 (K,P̌N−1
)

(12)

The elements of α ∗N and F ∗N are given by the recursion
⎧1
K = 5, N = 0,
⎨ 4,

∗
∗
α∗N [0]= υ1 (K,PN−1
)+ υ2 (K,PN−1 )
⎩
, otherwise,
∗
υ3 (K,PN−1
)

1
and fN∗ (i, 1) = fN∗ (i, 2) = , for 0 ≤ i ≤ N.
2

∗ ) = −(K + 3 − 4P∗ ), υ (K, P∗ ) =
Here, υ1 (K, PN−1
2
N−1
N−1
∗ (4K − 8)(K − 1), and υ (K, P∗ ) =
(5K − 9)(K − 1) − PN−1
3
N−1
∗ .
K(K − 5) + 4PN−1
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix C.

Note that unlike (11), now no numerical search is required.
Asymptotic Behavior: To gain more insights, we now study
the regime in which K → ∞. In this regime, it can be shown
α∗N .
from (13) and (14) that α∗N [i] → 0. Let β ∗N = limK→∞ Kα
∗
K
∗
K
Further, since limK→∞ (1 − αN [0]) = (1 − βN [0]/K) =
∗
∗
e−βN [0] , (12) simplifies to PN∗ = e−βN [0] (β∗N [0] + (β∗N [0])2 /
∗ ). Taking limits on both sides of (13) and (14),
4 + PN−1
we get


∗ , i = 0,
−1 + 5 − 4PN−1
β∗N [i] =
(16)
∗
1 ≤ i ≤ N.
βN−1 [i − 1],

C. Two Target Receive Power Levels (L = 2) With η = 2

L

× (1 − α∗N [0])K−∑ j=1 u j
∗
+ (1 − α∗N [0])K PN−1
,
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(19)
α̌∗N [i] = α̌∗N−1 [i − 1] (1 − α̌∗N [0]) ,

for 1 ≤ i ≤ N,
(20)

1
and f̌N∗ (i, 1) = f̌N∗ (i, 2) = , for 0 ≤ i ≤ N.
2

(21)

The functions υ1 , υ2 , and υ3 are defined in Result 4.
Proof: The proof and the intuition behind the recursion
are given in Appendix D.

As before, no numerical search is required here, unlike (11).
There is one important difference between the recursions in (13)
and (19), which is that the success probability expression in (18)
is based on L = 2 with η = 2 and not on L = 2 with η = 1. This
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approach can be further extended to obtain a lower bound for
PN∗ for L = 2 and any η ≥ 3.
∗
α∗N . As K → ∞,
βN = limK→∞ Kα̌
Asymptotic Behavior: Let β̌
∗
(18) simplifies to P̌N∗ = e−β̌N [0] (β̌∗N [0] +(β̌∗N [0])2/4+(β̌∗N [0])3 /
∗ ). Taking limits on both sides of (19) and (20),
16 + P̌N−1
we get


∗ , i = 0,
−1 + 5 − 4P̌N−1
∗
(22)
β̌N [i] =
β̌∗N−1 [i − 1],
1 ≤ i ≤ N.
∗
= (5 − (β̌∗N [0] + 1)2 )/4 from (22) in the
Substituting P̌N−1
∗
expression for P̌N above, we get
⎛
3 ⎞

∗
β̌N [0] ⎟
∗
β̌∗ [0]
⎜
P̌N∗ = e−β̌N [0] ⎝1 + N +
(23)
⎠.
2
16

D. Three Target Receive Power Levels (L = 3) With η = 1
This case is even more involved than the above case. Therefore, as before, we present a lower bound, which the numerical
results in Section V show is tight.
Result 6: The success probability PN∗ is lower bounded by
∗
N , where
P
∗
N∗ = (1 − α
N−1
 ∗N [0])K P
 ∗N [0] (1 − α
 ∗N [0])K−1
P
+ Kα

+

 ∗N [0])2 (1 − α
 ∗N [0])K−2
K (α
,
1, 1
3

(24)
∗

N ,
∗ = 0. The elements of the ILV α
 ∗N and the PDM F
and P
−1
∗

which achieve PN , are given by
⎧1
K = 4, N = 0,
⎨ 3,

∗
∗ )
 ∗N [0]= υ4 (K,PN−1
α
+ υ5 (K,P
)
N−1
⎩
, otherwise,
∗ )
υ6 (K,P
N−1

10 0

Failure probability, 1−P*N
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L=1
L=2
L=3
L=4
L=2, Analytical
L=3, Upper bound

Conventional timer scheme

10 −1

10 −2

0

5
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15

20

25

N

Fig. 2. Failure probability 1 − PN∗ for different number of power levels and N
(K = 10 and η = 1).

∗ = 1 − (
Substituting P
β∗N [0] + (
β∗N [0])2 )/3 from (28) in the
N−1
N∗ above yields
expression for P
!
∗ [0]

∗
2
β

N∗ = e−βN [0] 1 + N
.
(29)
P
3
N∗ are all
Insights From Asymptotic Results: As PN∗ , P̌N∗ , and P
monotonically increasing functions of N, we see from (16) and
(17), (22) and (23), and (28) and (29) that for any N, the optimal
success probability for L = 2 with η = 1, L = 2 with η = 2,
and L = 3 with η = 1 is never less than P0∗ = 0.47, P̌0∗ = 0.50,
∗ = 0.51, respectively, as K → ∞. These show that the
and P
0
scheme is scalable. These values are significantly higher than
P0∗ = 1/e = 0.37 for L = 1 [8]. Further, we can show that β∗N [i]
is a monotonically decreasing function of N when i = 0 and
a monotonically increasing function of i for a given N. Thus,
when the time available for selection is less, the scheme is more
aggressive in terms of the number of nodes on average that
transmit next. The same is observed for L = 2 and η = 2, and
L = 3 and η = 1. Furthermore, it can be shown that PN∗ < P̌N∗ ,
∀N, which mathematically explains why increasing η improves
the success probability.

(25)
 ∗N [i] = α
 ∗N−1 [i − 1] (1 − α
 ∗N [0]) ,
α

V. R ESULTS

for 1 ≤ i ≤ N,
(26)

1
and fN∗ (i, 1) = fN∗ (i, 2) = fN∗ (i, 3) = , for 0 ≤ i ≤ N.
3
(27)
∗ ) = −(K +5−6P
∗ ), υ5 (K, P
∗ ) = (13K −
Here, υ4 (K, P
N−1
N−1
N−1
∗

∗ ) =
25)(K − 1)−PN−1 (12K − 24)(K − 1), and υ6 (K, P
N−1
2
∗
 ).
2(K − 4K + 3P
N−1
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix E.

Here again no numerical search is required unlike (11).
∗ = limK→∞ Kα
 ∗N . Then, as K →
Asymptotic Behavior: Let β
N
∗

N∗ = e−βN [0] (
∗ ).
∞, (24) simplifies to P
β∗N [0] + (
β∗N [0])2 /3 + P
N−1
Further, from (25) and (26), we get
⎧

∗
⎨ −1+ 13−12PN−1
, i = 0,

(28)
β∗N [i] =
2
⎩
∗
1 ≤ i ≤ N.
βN−1 [i − 1],

We now evaluate the efficacy of the proposed approach for
different system parameter settings. We verify the analytical
results with Monte Carlo simulation results, which are generated using 50 000 runs. We also evaluate the tightness of the
lower bounds derived in Section IV-C and D. Unless mentioned
otherwise, γ = 10 dB and σ2 = −110 dBm.
Fig. 2 plots the performance of the optimal mapping as a
function of N, which is equivalent to Tmax . This is done for
η = 1 for one (no power control) [8], two, three, and four target
receive power levels. The latter three cases are obtained by numerically solving (11). To ensure clarity, the failure probability,
which is equal to 1 − PN∗ , is plotted in log scale. We see that
the failure probability decreases exponentially as N increases
for large enough N. Further, for a given N, having more power
levels reduces the failure probability, which demonstrates the
advantage of exploiting power control. These are an order of
magnitude lower than for the conventional and popular inverse
timer mappings [1], [8].
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Fig. 5. Effect of number of power levels on optimal interval lengths: α∗N [i] as
a function of i (N = 25 and K = 10).

η and L = 2. For all η, we see that PN∗ = 1 when K = 1, which is
intuitive since no collisions occur. Further, PN∗ does not decrease
once K exceeds 10, which shows that the proposed scheme is
scalable and that the elegant asymptotic regime manifests itself
once K exceeds 10.

1
0.95
0.9

One power level
Two power levels, η = 1
Three power levels, η = 1

0.08

Interval index, i

Fig. 3. Zoomed-in view of failure probability 1 − PN∗ for different interference
sustainability factors η as a function of N (K = 10 and L = 2).

Optimal success probability, PN
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A. Insights About Structure of Optimal Mapping
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Fig. 4. Scalability evaluation: Zoomed-in view of optimal success probability
PN∗ as a function of the number of nodes K for different η (L = 2).

However, the gains from increasing L diminish once L exceeds 3 due to the law of diminishing returns. The intuition
behind it is as follows: when a single node transmits, it is
always selected irrespective of L. When two nodes transmit
simultaneously at time iΔv , a success occurs so long as the target
receive power levels of the two nodes are different. (We do
not consider events involving transmissions by three or more
nodes since these are much less likely.) Given that two nodes
transmit at iΔv , it can be shown that the success probability
is (1 − 1/L)/2. This increases more slowly as L increases and
approaches 1/2.
We also plot the analytical result for L = 2, η = 1, which
is given in closed form in Section IV-B. For L = 3, η = 1 the
bound from Section IV-D is also plotted. For failure probability,
it is now an upper bound. We see that it is very tight. We
also note that the proposed scheme outperforms the centralized
polling scheme for N < K − 1. For example, for N = 6 and K =
10 nodes, only 70% of the nodes can sequentially transmit their
metrics to the sink. This corresponds to a failure probability of
0.3, which exceeds that of the proposed scheme.
Fig. 3 plots the failure probability in logarithmic scale as
a function of N, or, equivalently, the selection duration Tmax
for L = 2 with different η. When η increases from 1 to 2, the
failure probability visibly decreases. However, beyond η = 2,
the decrease is negligible. This justifies our focus on η = 1
and 2. The bound for the failure probability for η = 2 (cf.
Section IV-C), is also plotted, and is very tight.
Fig. 4 evaluates the scalability of the proposed scheme. It
plots PN∗ as a function of the number of nodes K for two different

We now delve deeper into the structure of the optimal timer
mappings developed thus far. To this end, we study how the
optimal ILV and PDM vary for different L and η.
Fig. 5 plots the optimal interval lengths α∗N [i] as a function
of i for different values of L for N = 25. First, we observe
that for any given L, α∗N [i] increases with i. This implies that
the scheme is initially conservative and makes fewer nodes, on
average, to transmit. However, as more idle outcomes occur,
i.e., as i increases, α∗N [i] increases to increase the odds of
transmission. Secondly, we see that given i, α∗N [i] increases
as the number of power levels increases. This is because a
larger L facilitates capture better; as a result, more nodes can
transmit simultaneously. For the same reason, α∗N [i] is also a
monotonically increasing function of η. This is not shown due
to space constraints. We note that this behavior does not affect
the selection time, which is pre-fixed at Tmax since the timers
only expire at iΔv , for 0 ≤ i ≤ N.
Fig. 6 investigates how the optimal fraction of nodes fN∗ (i, j)
that transmit with target receive power q j changes with i for
L = 2 and different η. For η = 1, fN∗ (i, j) = 1/2, for all i and
j. However, for η = 2, we see fN∗ (i, 1) = 1 − fN∗ (i, 2) increases
as i increases. This behavior becomes more acute when η is
increased to 5.
B. Effect of Peak Power Constraint
In the proposed scheme, node i sets its transmit power to
q j /hi , where hi is its uplink channel power gain, in order to
attain a target receive power q j ∈ QL at the sink. In practice,
this cannot be achieved if q j /hi exceeds a peak transmit power
Ppeak , which affects the performance of the scheme. To study the
effect of the peak power constraint, we consider the scenario in
which the uplink channel power gain is the node’s metric and is
a unit mean exponential RV. This models Rayleigh fading. Node i
now sets its transmit power to min{Ppeak , q j /hi }. Further, it
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Optimal fraction of nodes that
transmit with different power levels
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scheme significantly outperformed the best known timer scheme
in the literature. Future work involves analyzing the impact of
imperfect power control on the proposed scheme.
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Fig. 6. Zoomed-in view of optimal fractions of nodes that transmit with
different power levels for different η as a function of i (N = 25, K = 10, and
L = 2).
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Fig. 7. Effect of peak power constraint: Zoomed-in view of failure probability: 1 − PN∗ as a function of N for different peak powers when the metric of a
node is its channel power gain (η = 1, K = 10, and L = 2).

does not transmit if it cannot achieve the lowest target power
q1 , as it cannot be decoded and selected.
Fig. 7 plots the failure probability of the proposed scheme as
a function of N for L = 2 for Ppeak = q2 and ∞ (no peak power
constraint). We see that even when Ppeak is as small as q2 , the
performance degradation is negligible. This is because the best
node has the highest uplink channel power gain, which makes
it unlikely that it will be affected by the constraint.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We developed a new distributed node selection scheme in
which a node jointly selects its timer value and its target receive
power level based on its metric. The use of power control
enables the best node to be selected even in the presence of
simultaneous transmissions by other nodes with lower target
powers. We first presented a general definition of an admissible
metric-to-timer-and-power mapping, which ensured that the
best node is selected in case of selection.
We then presented a recursive computation of the optimal
mapping for two receive power levels with η = 1 and 2 and
three target receive power levels with η = 1, which capture most
of the gains from power control. We also saw that the recursions
simplified considerably in the asymptotic regime of a large
number of nodes, which manifested itself even when the number of nodes was as small as 10. We saw that the proposed

Let g : U → T × QL be any admissible mapping. Let us define
another mapping g1 : U → T × QL as follows:

(0, ΞP (g(µ))) , 0 ≤ ΞT (g(µ)) < Δv ,
g1 (µ) =
(30)
g(µ),
Δv ≤ ΞT (g(µ)).
Thus, g1 (.) affects only those nodes whose timers expire in
[0, Δv ). It makes all of them transmit at t = 0 and with the
same target power as determined by the mapping g(.). It can
be verified that g1 (.) is also an admissible mapping.
Now we show that the success probability using g1 (.) is
greater than or equal to that using g(.). For any mapping, the
success probability Pr(Success) can be written as
 


Pr(Success) = Pr Success|T[1] ≥ Δv Pr T[1] ≥ Δv


+ Pr Success|T[1] < Δv , Δv ≤ T[2]


× Pr T[1] < Δv , Δv ≤ T[2]


+ Pr Success|T[1] < Δv , T[2] < Δv


(31)
× Pr T[1] < Δv , T[2] < Δv .
The first term in the right hand side of (31) is the probability
that none of the nodes transmit in [0, Δv ) and a success occurs.
It is the same for both g(.) and g1 (.). The second term is the
probability that the timer of only node [1] expires in [0, Δv ) and
a success occurs. Here, Pr(T[1] < Δv , Δv ≤ T[2] ) is the same for
both g(.) and g1 (.). Given T[1] < Δv and T[2] ≥ Δv , from the construction of g1 (.) in (30), g1 (.) guarantees success, which may
not be so in g(.). Hence, in this case, the success probability
of g1 (.) is greater than or equal to that of g(.).
The third term is the probability that the timers of nodes [1]
and [2] expire in [0, Δv ) and a success occurs. This happens due
to power control and is not present in [8]. Here also, Pr(T[1] <
Δv , T[2] < Δv ) is the same for both g(.) and g1 (.). Given that
T[1] and T[2] are in [0, Δv ), the SINR[1] from g1 (.) is greater than
or equal to that from g(.). Hence, in this case also, the success
probability of g1 (.) is greater than or equal to that of g(.). Thus,
the success probability of g1 (.) is greater than or equal to that
of g(.). Repeated application of the above argument to timer
values in [Δv , 2Δv ), [2Δv , 3Δv ), and so on leads to the desired
result.
B. Proof of Result 3
We first prove α∗N [0] > 0 by showing that the success probability increases when αN [0] increases from 0 to ε, where
ε is infinitesimally small. Let α∗N [0] = 0, then, from (11),
∗ . Now consider a new ILV α
" N , in which α
" N [0] = ε
PN∗ = PN−1
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" N [i] = (1 − ε)α∗N [i] = (1 − ε)α∗N−1 [i − 1], for 1 ≤ i ≤ N.
and α
" N , F" N ] is
Further, let F" N = F ∗N . The success probability of [α
∗
" N , F" N ) = Pr(S0 ) + (1 − ε)K PN−1
PN (α
.

(32)

From the law of total probability, we have
K

Pr(S0 ) = ∑ Pr(S0 , i nodes transmitted at t = 0).

(33)

i=1

 
The probability that i nodes transmit at t = 0 is Ki εi (1 − ε)K−i .
∗
Hence, Pr(S0 ) = Kε + O(ε2 ). Further, (1 − ε)K PN−1
= (1 −
2
∗
Kε + O(ε ))PN−1 . Substituting these in (32), we get


∗
∗
∗
" N , F" N ) = PN−1
+ O(ε2 ) > PN−1
PN (α
+ Kε 1 − PN−1
, (34)
∗
where the strict inequality in (34) follows because PN−1
< 1, as
the collision probability is strictly positive.
Next we prove that α∗N [0] < 1. For a given L, η, and K, let
∗
α N = {1, 0, . . . , 0} and let the optimal PDM be F ∗N . Let j0 be the
smallest non-zero integer such that fN∗ (0, j0 ) = 0 and fN∗ (0, j) =
0, for 1 ≤ j < j0 . It means that q j0 is the smallest target
receive power a node can have at t = 0. Consider a new ILV
αN = {α̂N [0], 1 − α̂N [0], . . . , 0}, where α̂N [0] = 1 − fN∗ (0, j0 )/2,
α̂
F N in which f̂N (0, j0 ) = fN∗ (0, j0 )/(2α̂N [0]),
and a new PDM F̂
∗
f̂N (0, j) = f̂N (0, j)/α̂N [0], for j0 + 1 ≤ j ≤ L, and f̂N (0, j) = 0,
for j < j0 . Further, f̂N (i, j) = 1, for i ≥ 1 and j = 1 and
f̂N (i, j) = 0, for i ≥ 1 and j = 1. Since ∑Lj=1 f̂N (i, j) = 1, for
F N is an admissible PDM. This choice of ILV and
0 ≤ i ≤ N, F̂
PDM ensures that the probability that a node has target receive
power q j , for j0 < j ≤ L, at t = 0 is the same in both mappings.
Hence, all the realizations of metrics that lead to a success for
F ∗N ] will also lead to a success for [α̂
αN , F̂
F N ].
α∗N ,F
the mapping [α
Now consider a realization of metrics in which µ[1] ∈
[ fN∗ (0, j0 )/2, fN∗ (0, j0 )) and µ[2] < fN∗ (0, j0 )/2. The probability
of this realization is K( fN∗ (0, j0 )/2)K > 0. In this realization,
F N ], only node [1] transmits at t = 0 with
αN , F̂
with the mapping [α̂
target receive power q j0 and, thus, gets selected. However, with
F ∗N ], all the K nodes transmit with target
α∗N ,F
the mapping [α
receive power q j0 at t = 0 and collide. Thus, the success
F N ] is strictly greater. Hence, α∗N [0] = 1.
αN , F̂
probability of [α̂
The proof that fN∗ (i, j) < 1, for 0 ≤ i ≤ N and 1 ≤ j ≤ L, is
along similar lines, and is skipped to conserve space.

C. Proof of Result 4
Since L = 2, we have fN (i, 2) = 1− fN (i, 1), for 0 ≤ i ≤ N.
With optimal α ∗N and F ∗N , a success occurs at time t = 0 if: (i)
Only node [1] transmits at t = 0. The probability of this event is
Kα∗N [0](1−α∗N [0])K−1 . Or, (ii) Node [1] has target power q2 and
node [2] has target power q1 and only these two nodes transmit
at t = 0. The probability of this event is K(K − 1)(α∗N [0])2 (1 −
α∗N [0])k−2 (1 − fN∗ (0, 1)) fN∗ (0, 1). Therefore, from (11), we get
∗
PN∗ = (1 − α∗N [0])K PN−1
+ Kα∗N [0] (1 − α∗N [0])K−1

+ K(K − 1) (α∗N [0])2 (1 − α∗N [0])K−2
× (1 − fN∗ (0, 1)) fN∗ (0, 1).

(35)
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Since α ∗N and F ∗N are optimal, it can be seen from (35)
that the function ρ(x, y) = Kx(1 − x)K−1 +K(K − 1)x2 (1 −
∗
is maximized when x = α∗N [0]
x)K−2 (1 − y)y + (1 − x)K PN−1
∗
and y = fN (0, 1). From Result 3, we know that both fN∗ (0, 1) and
fN∗ (0, 2) lie in (0, 1). Therefore, equating the derivative ∂ρ(x,y)
∂y to
∗
∗
0 gives fN (0, 1) = 1/2 and fN (0, 2) = 1/2. Along similar lines,
we get fN∗ (i, 1) = fN∗ (i, 2) = 1/2, for 1 ≤ i ≤ N. Substituting
these results in (35) yields (12).
∂ρ(x, 1 )

Further, equating ∂x 2 |x=α∗N [0] to 0, we find that α∗N [0]
is a root of the quadratic equation ax2 + bx − c = 0, where
∗ , b = 2K + 6 − 8P∗ , and c = 4 − 4P∗ .
a = K 2 − 5K + 4PN−1
N−1
N−1
When K = 5 and N = 0, this is a linear equation since a = 0.
In this case, α∗0 [0] = c/b = 1/4. Otherwise, the quadratic has
√
two solutions (x2 ± x1 )/x3 , where x1 = (5K − 9)(K − 1) −
∗
∗ , and x = K(5−K)−
PN−1 (4K −8)(K −1), x2 = K +3−4PN−1
3
√
∗
4PN−1 . However, (x2 + x1 )/x3 cannot be α∗N [0] for any K. This
√
is because for K = 2, we get (x2 + x1 )/x3 = 1, which is sub√
optimal from Result 3; for K = 3 and 4, (x2 + x1 )/x3 > 1; and,
√
for K ≥ 5, (x2 + x1 )/x3 < 0.

D. Proof of Result 5
∗

α∗N and F̌
F N in (19), (20), and
First, we prove that the choice of α̌
(21) yields a lower bound on the success probability. Thereafter,
we explain the intuition behind the recursion.
Formal Proof: Since f̌N∗ (i, 1) = f̌N∗ (i, 2) = 1/2, for 0 ≤
i ≤ N, the PDM is clearly admissible. We next prove using
induction over N that the recursion in (19) and (20) also leads
to an ILV that is admissible. For this, we need to prove that
α̌∗N [i] ≥ 0, for 0 ≤ i ≤ N, and ∑Ni=0 α̌∗N [i] ≤ 1.
We observe that α̌∗0 [0], which is given in (19), equals α∗0 [0],
∗ = P̌∗ = 0. Hence, from
which is given in (13), because P−1
−1
the proof in the last part of Appendix C, it follows that 0 <
α∗0 = (α̌0 [0]) is admissible. Further,
α̌∗0 [0] < 1. Thus, the ILV α̌
∗
P̌0 , which is given in (18), lies in (0,1). This is because P̌0∗ <
K 
∑Ki=0 i (α̌∗N [0])i (1− α̌∗N [0])K−i = 1, and from (18) it is obvious
that P̌0∗ > 0.
α∗N is admissible and P̌N∗ ∈ (0, 1)
Let us assume that the ILV α̌
for N = M. The expression for α∗M+1 [0] in (13) is the same
∗ is replaced with
as that for α̌∗M+1 [0] in (19) except that PM
∗
P̌M , both of which lie in (0,1). From Appendix C, it follows
α∗N
that 0 < α̌∗M+1 [0] < 1. Further, from the admissibility of α̌
∗
and (20), it follows that 0 ≤ α̌M+1 [i] ≤ 1, for 1 ≤ i ≤ M +
M
∗
∗
∗
∗
1. Now, ∑M+1
i=0 α̌M+1 [i] = α̌M+1 [0] + (1 − α̌M+1 [0]) ∑i=0 α̌M [i].
M+1 ∗
∗
Since ∑M
i=0 α̌M [i] ≤ 1, we get ∑i=0 α̌M+1 [i] ≤ 1. Further, it can
∗
∗ lie in
be shown that P̌M+1 ∈ (0, 1) because α̌∗M+1 [0] and P̌M
∗
αN is also admissible.
(0, 1). Thus, we see that α̌
Intuition Behind Recursion: For L = 2 with η = 2, a success
F N ] if:
αN ,F
occurs at time t = 0 for the mapping [α
1) Only node [1] transmits at t = 0. This happens with
probability KαN [0](1 − αN [0])K−1 .
2) Or, only nodes [1] and [2] transmit at t = 0 with
target powers q2 and q1 , respectively. The probability
of this event is K(K − 1)(αN [0])2 (1 − αN [0])k−2 (1 −
fN (0, 1)) fN (0, 1).
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3) Or, only nodes [1], [2], and [3] transmit at t = 0 with
The probatarget powers q2 , q1 , and
 K q1 , respectively.
(αN [0])3 (1 − αN [0])K−3 (1 −
bility of this event is 2,1
fN (0, 1))( fN (0, 1))2 .
αN ,F
F N ) is given by
Hence, the success probability PN (α


αN ,F
F N ) = (1 − αN [0])K PN−1 α N−1 ,F
F N−1
PN (α
+ KαN [0] (1 − αN [0])K−1

transmit with target power q1 , where 2 ≤ m ≤ min{K − 1, ψ},
ψ = ηγ(η + σ2 /q1 ). This happens with probability
where
K 
m+1 (1 − α [0])K−m−1 f (0, 3)( f (0, 1))m . ThereN
N
N
m,1 (αN [0])
fore, the success probability is given by


αN ,F
F N ) = (1 − αN [0])K PN−1 αN−1 ,F
F N−1
PN (α
+ KαN [0] (1 − αN [0])K−1
+ K(K − 1) (αN [0])2 (1 − αN [0])K−2

+ K(K − 1) (αN [0])2 (1 − αN [0])K−2

× ( fN (0, 3) ( fN (0, 2) + fN (0, 1))

× (1 − fN (0, 1)) fN (0, 1)
+

+ fN (0, 2) fN (0, 1))

K
(αN [0])3 (1 − αN [0])K−3
2, 1
× (1 − fN (0, 1)) ( fN (0, 1))2 ,

min{K−1,ψ}

+

∑

m=2

(36)

where α N−1 and F N−1 are defined in (6) and (7). Neglecting the
αN ,F
F N ) ≥ (1 −
event in which three nodes transmit, we get PN (α
αN−1 ,F
F N−1 ) + KαN [0](1 − αN [0])K−1 +K(K −
αN [0])K PN−1 (α
1)(αN [0])2 (1 − αN [0])K−2 (1 − fN (0, 1)) fN (0, 1).
Motivated by this bound and the recursion in (9), we propose
the following recursion to determine α̌∗N [0] and f̌N∗ (0, 1). The
∗
α∗N and F̌
F N are then determined as
remaining elements of α̌
∗
∗
∗
∗ (i − 1, 1), reα̌N [i] = α̌N−1 [i − 1](1 − α̌N [0]) and f̌N∗ (i, 1) = f̌N−1
spectively, for i = 1, . . . , N. Let H(x, y; z) = (1 − x)K z + Kx(1 −
x)K−1 +K(K − 1)x2 (1 − x)K−2 (1 − y)y, where z ∈ [0, 1). Note
∗ ) = ρ(x, y), which is defined below (35). It can
that H(x, y; PN−1
be shown that the optimal x ∈ [0, 1] that maximizes H(x, y; z) is
∗
replaced by z.
equal to α∗N [0], which is given by (13) with PN−1
Furthermore, the optimal y ∈ [0, 1] is 1/2. We use this in all the
steps below.
For N = 0, [α̌∗0 [0], f̌0∗ (0, 1)] = arg max x,y H(x, y; 0). Let
x,y∈[0,1]

P̌0∗ denote the success probability calculated using the formula
∗
F 0 . Then, for N = 1,
α∗0 , and PDM F̌
in (36) with N = 0, ILV α̌
[α̌∗1 [0], f̌1∗ (0, 1)] = arg max x,y H(x, y; P̌0∗ ). Let P̌1∗ denote the
x,y∈[0,1]

α∗1 ,
success probability calculated using (36) with N = 1, ILV α̌
∗
∗
F 1 . In general, let P̌N−1 denote the success probaand PDM F̌
∗
F N−1
α∗N−1 and PDM F̌
bility calculated using (36) using ILV α̌
in the (N − 1)th step. Then, in the N th step, [α̌∗N [0], f̌N∗ (0, 1)] =
∗ ). Thus, the recursion in Result 5
arg max x,y H(x, y; P̌N−1
x,y∈[0,1]
follows.
E. Proof of Result 6
With αN and F N , a success occurs at t = 0 if one of the
following mutually exclusive events occurs at t = 0: only
node [1] transmits. This happens with probability KαN [0](1 −
αN [0])K−1 . Or, only nodes [1] and [2] transmit. Node [1]
transmits with target power q3 and node [2] transmits
q2 . This happens with probability
with
 K  target 2power q1 orK−2
fN (0, 3)( fN (0, 1) + fN (0, 2)). Or,
1,1 (αN [0]) (1 − αN [0])
nodes [1] and [2] transmit with target powers q2 and q1 , respectively, and
This happens with
 K no other2 node transmits.
(αN [0]) (1 − αN [0])K−2 fN (0, 2) fN (0, 1). Or,
probability 1,1
node [1] transmits with target power q3 and m other nodes

K
(1 − αN [0])K−m−1
m, 1

× (αN [0])m+1 fN (0, 3) ( fN (0, 1))m . (37)
Consider, instead, the following recursion that is obtained by
neglecting the fourth event above:


N−1 α N−1 ,F
N (α
αN ,F
F N ) = (1 − αN [0])K P
F N−1
P
+ KαN [0] (1 − αN [0])K−1
+ K(K − 1) (αN [0])2 (1 − αN [0])K−2
× ( fN (0, 3) (1 − fN (0, 3))
+ fN (0, 2) fN (0, 1)) ,

(38)

−1 (α
α−1 ,F
F −1 ) = 0 for all α −1 and F −1 . By induction,
where P
N (α
αN ,F
FN) ≥ P
αN ,F
F N ), for all N ≥
one can show that PN∗ ≥ PN (α
∗
0, thus, giving a lower bound of PN .
N (α
αN ,F
F N ) to tighten the lower bound.
We now maximize P
∗
N (α

αN ,F
F N ), which is achieved
Let PN be the maximum value of P
∗
∗


F
α
with ILV N and PDM N . Then, it can be shown that
∗
N∗ = (1 − α
N−1
 ∗N [0])K P
 ∗N [0] (1 − α
 ∗N [0])K−1
P
+ Kα

 ∗N [0])2 (1 − α
 ∗N [0])K−2
+ K(K − 1) (α




× fN∗ (0, 3) 1 − fN∗ (0, 3) + fN∗ (0, 1)fN∗ (0, 2) , (39)
 ∗N−1 [i](1 − α
 ∗N [0]), for
 ∗N [i + 1] = α
which is obtained by setting α
∗ (i, j), for 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1
0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1, and fN∗ (i + 1, j) = fN−1
and 1 ≤ j ≤ L.
∗
N∗ , it can be seen from (39)
 ∗N and F N achieve P
Since α
that the function Q(x, y1 , y2 ) = Kx(1 − x)K−1 + K(K − 1)x2 (1 −
∗ attains its
x)K−2 (y1 (1 − y1 ) + (1 − y1 − y2 )y2 )+(1 − x)K P
N−1
 ∗N [0], y1 = fN∗ (0, 3), and y2 =
maximum value when x = α
f ∗ (0, 1). As in Appendix B, we can show that f ∗ (0, 1) =
N
N
f ∗ (0, 2) = f ∗ (0, 3) = 1/3. Substituting these values in (39)
N
N
results in (24).
 ∗N [0]
Further, equating ∂Q(x, 1/3, 1/3)/∂x to zero, we get α
as the solution of the following quadratic equation: 
ax2 + 
bx +
2
∗


∗ , and
c = 0, where 
a = K − 4K + 3PN−1 , b = K + 5 − 6P
N−1
∗ ). For K = 4 and N = 0, it is a linear equation
c = −3(1 − P
N−1
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∗
with
 root α0 [0] = 1/3. Otherwise, it has two solutions (−b ±
∗
2

 N [0] = (−
ac)/(2
a). It can again be shown that α
b−
b − 4
2

ac)/(2
a).
b − 4
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